
The Optical Genius Counter is a client support and adjustment station  designed for your Optical retail area. It’s function is to provide technical eyewear adjustment and delivery services for 
your customers. The future success of any retail environment depends greatly upon products offerings, staff and the comfortable flow of client traffic through the retail space. The Optical 
Genius counter is an example of an amazing improvement in directing that retail flow. By employing this multi-functional counter as an adjustment station, a delivery counter or an overflow 
patient consultation station as needed, back-ups in patient traffic are avoided, keeping continual movement throughout the retail space. The Optical Genius counter can be combined with two 
counter-height stools or can be used as a standing unit. It is currently available in white. The counter top portion of the table is made of high quality white plexi-glass.
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Dimensions: 60-5/8 x 31.5 x 40.125 (H) in Inches

 

$3453.00

WhiteDW-CAB-HIGH-WHT-L3-KIT

Optical Genius Counter (DW-CAB-HIGH-WHT-L3-KIT)
Dimensions: 60-5/8 x 31.5 x 40.125 (H) in Inches
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Optical Genius Counter (Bar Height Table With Overhang)

High Service Table in L3 White - Kit 

COUNTER-HIGHT TABLE - Adjustment Station

Client Service In L3 - White

3/8 Polar White Table Top for DW.CAB.HIGH.WHT.L3

2" Dia. White Cable Organizer for TPT Tables

Silicone Bumpers for Table Tops

60.625 inches (Wide) x 40.5 inches (High) x 31.5 inches (Deep)

60.625 inches (Wide) x 38.5 inches (High) x 21.625 inches(D)

DW.CAB.HIGH.WHT.L3.KIT

DW.CAB.HIGH.WHT.L3

DW.CAB.HIGH.WHT.L3.PW.38

T31.WH

Silicone Bumpters

PRODUCT ITEM NUMBER DESCRIPTION DIMENSIONS

01

Products included in the bundle

2” Cutout for Grommet

2 3/4” Cutout for Grommet

Foot Levelers

6 Identical Drawers

Adjustable Shelves

31.5 inches

21.625 inches

40.5 inches

60.625 inches
L3 White

Finish

for installation on Panels with ear Holes, such as DW Panels

for installation on the wall of other sold surface 
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